UC Santa Barbara Fulbright Awardees prior to 2009-10:

2008-09
- Mario Garcia, Chicana and Chicano Studies, Spain
- Garay Menicucci, Administrator/Office of International Students and Scholars, Jordan
- Paul Spickard, History, Germany

2007-08
- Paul Berkman, Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, England
- Douglas Daniels, Black Studies and History, Japan
- Peter Garcia, Chicana and Chicano Studies, Mexico
- Michael McGinnis, Marine Science Institute, Montenegro

2006-07
- Keith Clarke, Geography, Italy
- Mary Furner, American History, Germany
- Carlos Morton, Theater, Poland
- David Rock, History (non-U.S.), Argentina
- Wade Clark Roof, Religious Studies, France

2005-06
- Cynthia Kaplan, Political Science, Estonia
- Ronald Rice, Communication, Finland

2004-05
- Roger Friedland, Sociology, Italy
- Stuart Streichler, Law, Japan
- Raymond Sin-Kwok Wong, Sociology, Hong Kong

2003-04
- David Crawford, Anthropology and Archaeology, Morocco
- John DuBois, Linguistics, Israel
- Mary McMahon (Administrator), Education, Germany

2002-03
- Paulette Greisner, International Education, Japan
- Patricia Hall, Music, Austria
• Laura Kalman, American History, Israel  
  Eduardo Raposo, Linguistics, Portugal

2001-02

• Roger Davidson, Political Science, Hungary

2000-01

• Laurie Anne Freeman, Political Science, Japan

Fulbright Scholars to UC Santa Barbara, prior to 2009-10:

2008-09

• Tine Breban, Linguistics, Belgium  
  Inigo Novales Flamarique, Biological Sciences, Canada
  Robert Helan, Education, Czech Republic
  Phuong Thi Minh Huynh; Feminist Studies, Vietnam
  Robert Mann, Physics and Astronomy, Canada
  Karolina Siskova, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Czech Republic
  Tolya Stoitsova, Communication, Bulgaria
  Alejandra Silvia Vidal, Linguistics, Argentina
  Dongfeng Wang, English, China

2007-08

• Tatjana Bogusevica, Political Science, Latvia  
  Nahide Bozkurt, Fulbright Interfaith Community Action Program, Turkey
  Huijun Chen, Education, China
  Mikhail Egorov, German, Slavic and Semitic Studies, Russia
  Evgeniya Gelman, Anthropology, Russia
  Juan Manuel Gomba, Mechanical Engineering, Argentina
  David Johnson, Economics, Canada
  Sigruður Mattiasdóttir, Women's Studies, Iceland
  Tatiana Svistunenko, Music, Russia
  Toshio Ohori, Linguistics, Japan
  Tatiana Vorontchenco, Chicana and Chicano Studies, Russia
  Shenpin Zhang, Economics, China

2006-07
• Christopher Eckert, Biological Sciences, Canada
• Nils Urban Friberg, Biological Sciences, Sweden
• Fatima Lamrani, Linguistics, Morocco
• Olesia Lupu, TEFL/Applied Linguistics, Romania
• Aral Okay, Geology, Turkey
• Gustavo Pino, Chemistry, Argentina
• Igor Rahinov, Chemistry, Israel

2005-06
• Marcelo Aizen, Biological Sciences, Argentina

2004-05
• Fawzya AbuKhalid, Sociology, Saudi Arabia
• Abderrahmene Bouraoui, Medical Sciences, Tunisia
• Beatriz Lora Maroto, Chemistry, Spain
• Irina Zhulamanova, Linguistics, Kazakhstan

2003-04
• Sonia Martinez Diaz, Mathematics, Spain
• Manuel Mendoza Garcia, Biological Sciences, Spain
• Philip Munday, Biological Sciences, Australia
• Igor Zektser, Environmental Sciences, Russia

2002-03
• Abdulhamid Al-Saygh, Chemistry, Saudi Arabia
• Srivathsan Aravamuthan, Architecture and Urban Planning, India
• Sigrid Lien, Art History, Norway
• Laurence Simmons, Communication and Journalism, New Zealand

2001-02
• Yasmin Farooqi, Psychology, Pakistan
• Glenn-Ole Kasa, Engineering, Norway
• Sanja Nikcevic, Theater and Dance, Croatia

2000-01
• Caroline Cros, Art History, France
• Sami Merilaita, Biological Sciences, Finland
• Davor Petrinovic, Engineering, Croatia
• Leonid Yablonskiy, Anthropology and Archaeology, Russia